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ретна и подчинена на киноформа-
та на постановката. „Малките
плодчета“ започват почти като
филм. Затова опитахме куклите
на плодчетата да ги реализираме
като маски, обли маски, те са по-
скоро като глави и използваме те-
лата на актьорите, които доби-
ват една много по-ярка и обемна
експресивност. Всички кукли при-
тежават една плътност, харак-
терна именно за кинематографич-
ната естетика.

– Завръщането ви към кукле-
ния театър за деца се оказва ед-
но сериозно предизвикателство?

– Не само, че се предизвиквам,
но и търся онова, което не зная.
Този път провокацията ми да се
опитам да доближа мисленето на
едно дете, да сляза, грубо казано, на
неговото ниво. Много е сложно, аз
осъзнах, че съм забравил какво е да
си 3-годишен! Те искат други све-
тове! Те не искат условности, те
искат реални светове, приказни!

– Чудовища!
– Да, обичат страшното, за-

щото го опознават, обичат запла-
хата, защото тя е мотив да се

развиват, но само тогава, когато е
направено като наистина. Много
време ми трябваше да стигна до
тези идеи! Трябва да научиш деца-
та да живеят и театърът може
да постигне това, защото той не
е само забавление, той има своята
образователна мисия! В този свой
спектакъл давам едно индирекно
усещане на децата за значимите
ценности, за усещане за цвят, за
дърво. Не случайно от 16 години
правя образователен театър и ра-
ботя с над 20 училища в София.
Едва сега обаче открих, че те-
атърът е учител на живот. Зато-
ва и много време не се решавах да
дойда и да поставям в Столичен
куклен театър, въпреки че дирек-
торът Кирякос Аргиропулос вина-
ги, когато е имал повод, ми е отп-
равял покана.

– Този път поводът е тър-
жестен - Столичен куклен те-
атър празнува своя 65-годишен
юбилей!

– Да. Столичен куклен театър
избира нещо наистина подходящо
и което отдавна не е правил - ед-
на куклена мегапродукция за деца!

Такова нещо може да се роди само
в Столичния куклен театър – та-
зи пищност, която например не
всяка куклена формация, особено
частна, може да си позволи. Тук се-
тивата на децата непрекъснато
преливат в нови преживявания и
картини от сцената. А и ми се
струва, че една частна структура
няма необходимия капацитет – и
финансов, и творчески и т.н. да ре-
ализира подобно нещо. Така, че за
65-годишнината това е един много
изненадващ ход – уж, без амбиция, а
всъщност много амбициозен!
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– Isn't it surprising that so many years later Sunny
Suninski staged a puppet performance for the youngest
audience?

– That is the greatest surprise, that it is for the
youngest. This performance had no ambition. I just want-
ed to do something for the youngest because I realized what
it means to make puppet theater for children only after I
had created more than 50 performances for adults. Initially
my ideas of the puppet theater were extravagant and avant-
garde, but were certainly not for children. They just demon-
strated how smart, witty and agile I was and my desire to
prove myself in those circles. Now I just want to make a
performance that will make children happy, truly happy.
Now I also want to promote a new aesthetic of hyper-real-
ism that I believe is totally missing. A three-year old child
does not need conditionality, if you ask me; she just needs
to create a database of reality. And hyper-realism is condi-
tionality when it comes to the theater. That is why I decid-
ed to make a performance that springs out of the picture

and the music and has less of the director's heavy thoughts
and philosophy. The idea is quite simple: the charm of
every child is in its difference and we should approach her
in a different way. My minor experience with my own chil-
dren helped me open my eyes for this truth.

– Minor experience?
– Minor indeed – one of my children is 3 and the other

is 5. It took me quite some time before I decided to take
this step.

– Which one? To make performances for children or
to have children?

– To have children. This opened a new opportunity for
me – to experience the puppet theater in its sweetness. That
was why I decided to produce this type of performance.

– This is definitely a new style and manner of work.
You are a director who is more focused on detail, on
conditionality. The leader is the idea. While in your new
performance „Little Fruits“ everything is very literal, as
if one is reading a book with bright pictures...

About the theater of angles - 
non-aggressive, hyper-realistic and
non-festival performance ìLittle Fruitsî
Silvia Hristova talks to director Sunny Suninski 
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– Isn't the canning factory a reference to the totali-
tarian times?

– The canning factory is still alive. It is the fear of mak-
ing an impression. People do not want to make an impres-
sion these days. For the parents it is a question mark. For
the children it is yet another threat. They are the fruit,
while the parents are the cans. Of course they will learn the
lesson and feel the irony but that was not my intention.
The topics are treated very delicately. This is the mental
stereotype, the desire to answer the public expectations and
the bias what should or should not be done. We must not
let it guide us in our relationships with our children!

– Did you test how successful you were on your own
children?

– Of course. It works. They sat and virtually „swal-

those were my intentions. We shall find out if I have suc-
ceeded when we see how long this performance will remain
on the stage of the Sofia Puppet Theater. And whether the
children will see it the way I expect them to see it.

- The text of your script is in verse?
- It is an unusual combination of verse and prose. It is

not much. What matters is the story, which flows like sto-
rytelling. One could hear the storyteller's voice several times
but the children will appreciate the picture, the music and
the relationships and will perhaps experience a meeting
with another world. I want them to see themselves in it. In
their own phrases: "I don't want", "I don't want this, I don't
want that" and in what they see all the time, how we the
adults are trying to overcome this negation. There is a
Lemon who often says he does not want something a sto-

ryline about the canning factory. The cans take all the
fruits that „don't want“. But the story has a happy end: the
Lemon is not put in a can simply because he is no good
for it. It turns out in the end that the Lemon just needs a
special approach and its charm is precisely in its difference
and uniqueness. We should not try to fit a different child
in a framework. This is my modest and minor message to
the parents! And the children will simply see a day of theirs
on the stage: they will see how other little fruit children go
to the nursery and it is not at all a bad thing - on the con-
trary, it is fun. They will see a toddler like themselves who
says „I don't want“ and see what happens to him, if he per-
sists. That does not happen in reality, it is just a metaphor.
In fact I have schematized the relationships placing the
focus on the vision.

– You have incorporated animation and author's
music?

– That's right. I have approached very seriously three
elements: vision, music and relationships, i.e. in this case
the text gives way to the action because it is extremely clear.
This is not a festival performance. Its aim is not to win
awards or to produce a festival sensation. Nevertheless I
have tried to make a hyper-reality aesthetic – something I
have not seen in the puppet theater so far. There are more
than 70 cans on the stage, 250 pieces of fruit, wooden parts,
clocks and doors. This is a mega production for children
that creates the impression of a movie but not it is form,
rather in its aesthetics. So real it creates the feeling of a real
world.

– I would go further than that and say the performance
in organized after the cinematographic principle – it creates
a new reality with relative signs, not with details so that the
kids do not have to finish the images themselves. They
must get the basis, they need to find the foundation of this
world; they want to see real apples and real chairs. And
how they will be used, in what storyline is an entirely dif-
ferent question. Yet, it seemed unnecessary to try and build
their imagination on the basis they do not possess. I decid-
ed to start there. Therefore the big surprise is that I did
something for the 3 years-old. But the way I did it is good
for 300 years-old as well. I mean in this performance there
will be the atmosphere of a fairy tale, hyper-realism and a
detail in the multitude that will be entertaining for all par-
ties! You open the stage and plunge into a different world,
so realistic as to make the child believe you. What is more,
you tell me if a child could see such an exuberant theater
anywhere else but at a municipal institution? Very few the-
aters can afford anything like that at the moment. I am fed
up with doing theater out of two cloths and two plain pup-
pets. That is not puppet theater! I have personally estab-
lished that my own children, and I have started observing
other children beside them, that my children need this type
of theater. Therefore I wanted to make an exuberant but
not aggressive theater. I call it „theater of angels“ – without
aggression, shouting or violence. A theater that is very
attentive to children, which is why I call it „theater of
angels“. Every outcry of an actor may chase the angels lurk-
ing in the house. To me that is fundamental. Naturally,
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a mega production for children! Something like this is only
possible at the Sofia Puppet Theater - this magnificence that
not every puppet theater formation, private in particular,
can afford. This performance allows the children's senses to
float between new experiences and pictures on the stage.
Furthermore it seems to a private structure would not have
the necessary capacity - financial, creative and all - to make
something of this scale happen. Therefore this is a surpris-
ing action to celebrate the 65th anniversary, seemingly with-
out ambition but very ambitious in reality!

Translation by Tihomira Trifonova
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lowed“ everything on the stage, which for them was new
and big. It was even important that it is static! It is some-
how close to the films they watch but at the same time very
different. During the entire time I was trying to achieve vol-
ume. That is why we used a variety of puppets – the Java
style, asks, even a whole puppet. There is also animation,
very discrete and subject to the cinematic form of this per-
formance. "Little Fruits" begins almost like a movie. That
is why we tried to materialize the fruits as masks, round
masks. They look like heads and we use the actors' bodies
to achieve a brighter expression with more volume. All the
puppets have solidity characteristic of the cinematographic
aesthetics.

– So your return to the puppet theater for children
appears to be a serious challenge?

– Not only I challenge myself, but I am also looking
for what I do not know. My challenge this time is to try
and get closer to the way of thinking of a child; roughly
said get down to its own level. That is very complicated; I
realized I had forgotten what it is like to be three years'
old! They want different worlds! They do not want condi-
tionalities, but real worlds, fairy worlds!

– Monsters!
– Yes, they love the scary because they are learning

about it. They like threats because they challenge their
development, but only if they are realistic. It took me a
long time to formulate these ideas! We should teach the
children how to live and the theater can do that because it
is not just entertainment, it has its educational mission! In
this performance I am trying to build an indirect feeling
of the significant values and also the feeling of color and
material/wood. It is not a coincidence that I have been
doing educational theater for 16 years already and I work
with more than 20 schools in Sofia. However, only now
have I discovered that the theater is a life teacher. That was
the reason why for a long time I hesitated to come and
stage at the Sofia Puppet Theater, although the director
Kiryakos Argiropoulos always invites me when occasions
arise. 

– This time the occasion is solemn, the Sofia Puppet
Theater's 65th anniversary!

– Right. The Sofia Puppet Theater has chosen something
truly appropriate that has not been done for quite a while,

За мнозина не е тайна, че те-
атралният режисьор Елена Па-
найотова в продължение на цяло
десетилетие работи чрез сред-
ствата на театъра (кукли, маски,
музика, танц и прочие) със стоти-
ци чувствителни и артистични
деца на възраст между 6 и 18 годи-

ни, лишени от родителски грижи.
Проектът Ӝ се нарича Лятна те-
атрална академия за деца в риск в
с. Широка лъка, но гости на голе-
мия куклено-театрален фестивал
през месец юли всяка година са още
много обитатели от домове и
училища в Девин, Смолян, Плов-

див, Гоце Делчев, Хасково, Панагю-
рище, а напоследък и от Хага, Хо-
ландия. Само за 10 години Елена ус-
пя да изгради стабилна мрежа от
млади театрални педагози от Бъл-
гария, САЩ и Европа, които с ог-
ромно желание работят с малките
обитатели предимно от дома за
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